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短课程日程（08 月 03 日-04 日） 

 

 

2016 年 08 月 03 日（周三） 

数学院南楼 202 室 

时  间 活动内容 主持⼈ 

08:10－08:25 注册  

08:25－08:30 开幕式 夏建明 

08:30－10:30 ⾦含清（英国⽜津⼤学） 

动态决策中的不⼀致性 1-2 

 

 

10:30－11:00 休息  

11:00－12:00 ⾦含清（英国⽜津⼤学） 

动态决策中的不⼀致性 3 

 

 

12:00－14:00 午餐  

14:00－16:00 王若度（加拿⼤滑铁卢⼤学） 

模型不确定性下的风险度量 1-2 

 

 

16:00－16:30 休息  

16:30－17:30 王若度（加拿⼤滑铁卢⼤学） 

模型不确定性下的风险度量 3 
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2016 年 08 月 04 日（周四） 

数学院南楼 202 室 

时  间 活动内容 主持人 

08:10－08:30 注册  

08:30－09:30 金含清（英国牛津大学） 

动态决策中的不一致性 4 

 

 

09:30－09:40 休息  

09:40－10:40 王若度（加拿大滑铁卢大学） 

模型不确定性下的风险度量 4 

 

10:40－11:00 休息  

11:00－12:00 王宁（英国牛津大学） 

*FDT 讲座：金融数据分析 1 

 

 

12:00－14:00 午餐  

14:00－16:00 王宁（英国牛津大学） 

*FDT 讲座：金融数据分析 2-3 

 

 

16:00－16:30 休息  

16:30－17:30 王宁（英国牛津大学） 

*FDT 讲座：金融数据分析 4 

 

＊FDT 讲座：由 http://fdt.io/  部分赞助。 
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研讨会程概览（08 月 05 日－07 日） 

 

08 月 05 日（周五） 

南楼 219 

08 月 06 日（周六） 

南楼 219 

08 月 07 日（周日） 

南楼 219 

08:00－08:20 注  册 

08:20－08:30 开幕式 

 

08:10－08:30 注册 

 

08:10－08:30 注册 

主持： S. Kou 

08:30－09:30  陈增敬＊ 

09:30－10:10  陈  楠 

主持： Q. Zhang 

08:30－09:30  S. Kou＊ 

09:30－10:10  胡亦钧 

主持：陈增敬 

08:30－09:30 Q. Zhang＊ 

09:30－10:10 王若度 

10:20－10:40 茶歇 10:10－10:40 茶歇 10:10－10:40 茶歇 

主持： 胡太忠 

10:40－11:20 彭献华 

11:20－12:00 李辰旭 

主持： 梁宗霞 

10:40－11:20 张丽宏 

11:20－12:00 毛甜甜 

主持： 夏建明 

10:40－11:20 邓  军 

11:20－12:00 金含清 

12:00 午餐 12:00 午餐 12:00 午餐 

主持：李  平 

14:00－14:40 高雪峰 

14:40－15:20 柳崎峰 

主持：王若度 

14:00－14:40 吴  岚 

14:40－15:20 杨学伟 

 

15:20－15:50 茶歇 15:20－15:50 茶歇  

主持：金含清 

15:50－16:30 蔡  宁 

16:30－17:10 李凌飞 

主持： 胡亦钧 

15:50－16:30  许左权 

16:30－17:10  王  彬 

 

17:30 晚餐 17:30 晚餐  

 

＊Keynote Speakers 
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研讨会日程（08 月 05 日－07 日） 

 

2016 年 08 月 05 日（周五） 

数学院南楼 219 室 

时 间 会议内容 主持人 

08:00－08:20 注册  

08:20－08:30 开幕式  

08:30－09:30 Keynote Speaker:  
陈增敬（山东大学） 

TBA 

 

S. Kou 

09:30－10:10 陈楠（Chinese University of Hong Kong） 

Leverage, Market Liquidity, and Financial Fragility 

10:10－10:40 茶歇  

10:40－11:20 彭献华（Hong Kong University of Science and Technology） 

Default Clustering and Valuation of Collateralized Debt 

Obligations 

 

胡太忠 

11:20－12:00 李辰旭（北京大学） 

Expansion around Black-Scholes-Merton: A New 

Approximation for Option Pricing under Stochastic Volatility 

with Jumps 

12:00－14:00 午餐  

14:00－14:40 高雪峰（Chinese University of Hong Kong） 

Optimal timing for spread crossing in a limit order book 

 

李 平 

14:40－15:20 柳崎峰（Financial Data Technology） 

Big Data + AI for Trader Selection 

15:20－15:50 茶歇  

15:50－16:30 蔡  宁（Hong Kong University of Science and Technology） 

Pricing Path-Dependent Derivatives with Credit Risk 

 

金含清 

16:30－17:30 李凌飞（Chinese University of Hong Kong） 

Error Analysis of Finite Difference and Markov Chain 

Approximations for Option Pricing 

17:30 晚餐  
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2016 年 08 月 06 日（周六） 

数学院南楼 219 室 

时 间 会议内容 主持人 

08:10－08:30 注册  

08:30－09:30 Keynote Speaker: 
Steven Kou（National University of Singapore） 

Simulating Risk Measures 

 

Q. Zhang 

09:30－10:10 胡亦钧（武汉大学） 

Capital allocation with convex risk measures 

10:10－10:40 茶歇  

10:40－11:20 张丽宏（清华大学） 

A model of financial market with imperfections 

 

梁宗霞 

11:20－12:00 毛甜甜（中国科学技术大学） 

Fractional Risk Aversion 

12:00－14:00 午餐  

14:00－14:40 吴岚（北京大学） 

含状态过程的金融统计推断问题 

 

王若度 

14:40－15:20 杨学伟（南京大学） 

Can Financial Innovation Succeed by Catering to Behavioral 

Preferences? Evidence from a Callable Options Market 

15:20－15:50 茶歇  

15:50－16:30 许左权（Hong Kong Polytechnic University） 

Consumption-Investment Model with Wealth-Dependent 

Constraint on Consumption 

 

胡亦钧 

16:30－17:10 王彬（北京工商大学） 

联合混合 Joint Mixability 

17:30 晚餐  
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2016 年 08 月 07 日（周日） 

数学院南楼 219 室 

时 间 会议内容 主持人 

08:10－08:30 注册  

08:30－09:30 Keynote Speaker: 
Qing Zhang (University of Georgia） 

Pairs Trading Under Geometric Brownian Motions 

 

陈增敬 

09:30－10:10 王若度（University of Waterloo） 

Risk aversion in regulatory capital principles 

10:10－10:40 茶歇  

10:40－11:20 邓军（对外经济贸易大学） 

The Characterizations of Defaltors in Enlargement of 

Filtrations 

 

夏建明 

11:20－12:00 金含清（Oxford University） 

Time-inconsistency from Probability Distortion 

12:00－14:00 午餐  
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报告摘要（按报告人姓名拼音顺序排列） 

 

Pricing Path-Dependent Derivatives with Credit Risk 

Ning Cai (Hong Kong University of Science and Technology) 

 

Researchers and practitioners have increasingly realized the close connections between 

equity derivatives markets and credit derivatives markets. We study the pricing problems of 

equity and credit derivatives within a general hybrid equity-credit framework, i.e., under 

generalized jump to default extended exponential Levy models with local volatilities, which 

include many popular hybrid equity-credit models such as the jump to default extended 

Black-Scholes model and the jump to default extended CEV model as special cases. More 

precisely, under this general model, we propose a unified approach to pricing various equity 

derivatives and credit derivatives, including defaultable corporate bonds, European options, 

barrier options, CDS, and EDS. Numerical results indicate that our pricing methods are 

accurate, efficient, and easy to implement. This is joint work with Haohong Lin from HKUST. 

 

 

Leverage, Market Liquidity, and Financial Fragility 

Nan Chen (Chinese University of Hong Kong) 

 

We establish a full equilibrium model to show how systemic fragility is built up in the presence 

of funding and market illiquidity. It can generate two distinct regimes: normal and crisis.  Due 

to highly nonlinear amplification effects caused by both illiquidity, the economy is prone to 

instability and occasionally enters into the volatile crisis regime. The equilibrium risky asset 

price demonstrates heteroscedasticity in different regimes. Our model shows that margin 

requirement, a common practice in risk management at the micro level, may yield an 

undesirable pro-cyclic effect in a systemic context.  This is a joint work with Xuedong He and 

Jing Chen. 

 

 

TBA 

Zengjing Chen (Shandong University)  

Keynote Speaker 
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The Characterizations of Defaltors in Enlargement of Filtrations 

Jun Deng (University of International Business and Economics) 
 

Recently, the topic of local martingale deflator has been brought to the cutting edge due to 

its role in market weak viability and optimal portfolio problem. In this talk, we consider two 

financial markets $(S,\mathbb{F})$ and $(S,\mathbb{G},\tau)$, where $\mathbb{G}$ is the 

progressively enlarged filtration by $\mathbb{F}$ and the random time $\tau$. We are 

dedicated to characterize the connection between the $\mathbb{F}$-deflators and the 

$\mathbb{G}$-deflators. First, we propose a $\mathbb{G}$local martingale deflator for 

$S^\tau$ by using optional stochastic integral. Furthermore, we characterize all the local 

martingale deflators of  $S^\tau$ by using a new martingale representation theorem 

developed recently by Choulli, Daveloose, and Vanmaele. As applications, we show how the 

optimal portfolio for log-utility and num\'eraire portfolio are related in $\mathbb{F}$ and 

$\mathbb{G}$.  

 

Based on several joint works with 

Anna Aksamit: University of Oxford, Oxford, United Kingdom 

Tahir Choulli: University of Alberta, Edmonton, Canada 

Monique Jeanblanc: Universit\'e d'Evry-Val-d'Essonne, France 

 

 

Optimal timing for spread crossing in a limit order book 

Xuefeng Gao (Chinese University of Hong Kong) 

 

We study when a precommitted trader converts a limit order to a market order in algorithmic 

executions of orders. We formulate the problem as an optimal stopping problem. We present 

structural properties of the optimal strategy and show how it depends on market conditions. 

We also study the optimal spread crossing problem under a regime switching model for the 

fundamental value of an asset. Our numerical experiments illustrate how the 

the optimal spread crossing time depends on the stock price and the conditional probabilities 

of bull market given the up-to-date stock prices. This is a joint work with Nan Chen and Xiang 

Ma. 

 

 

Capital allocation with convex risk measures 

Yijun Hu (Wuhan University) 
 
Capital allocation is of central importance in portfolio management and risk-based 

performance measurement. In this talk, first, we will propose the concept of capital allocation 

problem with multivariate risk measures, and provide the capital allocation principle for 

multivariate coherent and convex risk measures. Then, we will apply the obtained results to 

discuss the capital allocation with univariate convex risk measures, which is a challenging issue 
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in the literature. Finally, examples are given to demonstrate the effectivity of the proposed 

capital allocation mechanism. This talk is based on a joint work with Dr. Linxiao Wei and Dr. 

Haili Yuan. 

 

 
Time-inconsistency from Probability Distortion 

Hanqing Jin (Oxford University) 

 
It is well-known that the probability distortion in rank-dependent utility makes the preference 

time-inconsistent, which requires the dynamic rank-dependent utility maximisation to be 

formulated in a different way from the classical expected utility maximisation. In this paper, 

we investigate the existence of an equilibrium solution for the investment problem with a 

rank-dependent utility preference in a continuous time financial market, where the 

equilibrium solution plays the same role as the optimal solution in the classical utility 

maximisation. We propose a sufficient condition on the components of the rank-dependent 

utility, under which we constructed an equilibrium of the dynamic dec ision problem. When 

the sufficient condition does not hold, we show via an example that the equilibrium may not 

exist. 

 

 

Simulating Risk Measures 

Steven Kou (National University of Singapore)  

Keynote Speaker 

 

Risk measures, such as value-at-risk and expected shortfall, are widely used in risk 

management, as exemplified in the Basel Accords proposed by Bank for International 

Settlements. We propose a simple general framework, allowing dependent samples, to 

compute these risk measures via simulation. The framework consists of two steps: In the C-

step, we control the relative error in the simulation by computing the necessary sample size 

needed for simulation, using a newly derived asymptotic expansion of the relative errors for 

dependent samples; in the S-step, the risk measures are computed by using sorting 

algorithms. Numerical experiments indicate that the algorithm is easy to implement and fast, 

compared to existing methods, even at the 0.001 quantile level. We also give a comparison 

of the relative errors of value-at-risk and expected shortfall. This is a joint work with Wei Jiang. 
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Expansion around Black-Scholes-Merton: A New Approximation for Option Pricing 
under Stochastic Volatility with Jumps 
 
Chenxu Li (Peking University) 
 

We develop a new approach to approximate option prices under stochastic volatility with 

jump models, which are lacking of analytical solutions in general. Our approach can be 

regarded as an intuitive path expansion with respect to the stochastic volatility. Accordingly, 

the approximation naturally generalizes and corrects the celebrated formula of Merton (1976) 

for pricing options under jump-diffusions with constant volatility. Such a novel idea resembles 

the Taylor expansion in classical calculus but is deeply rooted in Malliavin calculus. Our 

expansion is convenient to implement up to an arbitrary order in principle. Following the idea 

of Ait-Sahalia and Kimmel (2007) and applying our price approximation, we develop and 

implement a method of maximum likelihood estimation for the models by setting option 

prices as proxies for the latent volatility factors. Using the data of S&P500 and its option prices, 

we estimate an exponential Ornstein-Uhlenbeck type stochastic volatility with jump model, 

which allows double-sided jump in volatility. Our empirical findings reveal that the model 

outperforms many nested models and, in particular, support the stylized fact of double-sided 

jumps in volatility. 

 

 
Error Analysis of Finite Difference and Markov Chain Approximations for Option 
Pricing 

Lingfei Li (Chinese University of Hong Kong) 

 

Mijatovic and Pistorius (Math. Finance, 2013) proposed an efficient Markov chain 

approximation method for pricing European and barrier options in general one-dimensional 

Markovian models, however sharp convergence rates of this method for realistic financial 

payoffs which are non-smooth are rarely available. In this paper, we solve this problem for 

general one-dimensional diffusion models, which play a fundamental role in financial 

applications. For such models, the Markov chain approximation method is equivalent to the 

method of lines using central difference. Our analysis is based on the spectral representation 

of the exact solution and the approximate solution. By establishing the convergence rate for 

the eigenvalues and the eigenfunctions, we obtain sharp convergence rates for the transition 

density and the price of options with non-smooth payoffs. In particular, we have shown that 

for call/put-type payoffs, convergence is second order, while for digital-type payoffs, 

convergence is only first order in general. Furthermore, we provide theoretical justification for 

two well-known smoothing techniques that can restore second order convergence for 

digital-type payoffs and explain oscillations observed in the convergence for options with 

non-smooth payoffs. As an extension, we also establish sharp convergence rates for 

European options in a rich class of Markovian jump models constructed from diffusions via 

subordination. The theoretical estimates are confirmed by numerical examples. 
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Big Data + AI for Trader Selection 

Qifeng Liu (Financial Data Technology) 

 

A huge benefit could come from a smart method of trader selection. In this presentation, I 

first briefly review the start-of-art of big data and AI technologies, as well as the core 

challenges. Secondly, I introduce how big data of trading behaviour is recorded by a 

systematic way. Finally, the modelling and evaluation of trader selection are presented.    

 

 

Fractional Risk Aversion 

Tiantian Mao (University of Sciences and Technologies of China) 

 

We define a new concept of  risk aversion, say $\gamma$-risk aversion, through the 

consistency with $(1\!+\!\gamma)$-stochastic dominance, introduced by Muller et al. (2016). 

All the $\gamma$-risk averse decision-makers are characterized in the rank-dependent 

expected utility (RDEU) model and cumulative prospect theory (CPT). For a decision-maker 

with utility function $u$ and distortion function $h$, it is shown shown that such a decision-

maker is $\gamma$-risk averse in the RDEU model if and only if $\gamma G_u\le P_h$, where 

$G_u$ is the index of greediness and $P_h$ is the index of pessimism. As a byproduct, we 

characterize all the $\gamma$-risk averse decision-makers in the dual theory and give 

several equivalent characterizations of  $(1\!+\!\gamma)$-stochastic dominance. Moreover, 

we introduce the degrees of risk aversion and risk seeking to describe the behaviors of 

decision makers, and given some examples to illustrate that. 

 

 

Default Clustering and Valuation of Collateralized Debt Obligations 

Xianhua Peng (Hong Kong University of Science and Technology) 

 

The financial turmoil started in 2007 has witnessed the impact of the default clustering effect 

(i.e., one default event tends to trigger more default events in the future and cross-sectionally), 

especially on the market of collateralized debt obligations (CDOs). We first present empirical 

evidences on default clustering via an observed common market intensity factor. Then, to 

price CDOs with the default clustering effects, we show the dynamic prices of CDOs can be 

decomposed into two parts, one part is related to observed single-name credit securities, 

such as credit default swaps (CDS), and the other the common market factors. We propose 

to use a simple affine jump diffusion process to capture the default clustering effect. By 

construction, the model exactly calibrates to the individual name CDS spreads observed in 

the market. More importantly, with only 6 parameters, the model provides good calibration 

to the time series data of monthly observation of CDX NA IG tranche spreads observed during 

the 2007 financial crisis period. This is a joint work with Steven Kou. 
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联合混合 Joint Mixability 

Bin Wang (Beijing Technology and Business University) 

 

我们考虑给定边缘分布的⼀组随机变量的加和的可能分布，尤其关⼼这组随机变量加和是

否可能是常数，我们称之为联合混合（JM）。我们找到了⼀些JM的性质和必要条件条件，以

及某些特殊类型分布（均匀分布、密度单调分布）下的能否JM的充要条件。JM在⼀些聚合

风险的风险测度的上下界问题上能发挥作⽤。在有些情况下能帮助我们找到相依结构不确

定下的随机变量加和在凸序意义下的最⼩值。 

 

 
Risk aversion in regulatory capital principles 

Ruodu Wang (University of Waterloo) 

 
We incorporate a notion of risk aversion favoring prudent decisions from financial institutions 

into regulatory capital calculation principles. In the context of Basel II, III as well as Solvency 

II, regulatory capital calculation is carried out through the tools of monetary risk measures. 

The notion of risk aversion that we focus on has four equivalent formulations: through 

consistency with second-order stochastic dominance, or with conditional expectations, or 

with portfolio diversification, and finally through expected social impact. The class of 

monetary risk measures representing this notion of risk aversion is referred to as consistent 

risk measures. We characterize the class of consistent risk measures by establishing an 

Expected Shortfall-based representation. The results obtained suggest that for the 

determination of regulatory capital, every regulator in favor of risk-averse financial decisions 

is essentially using a combination of Expected Shortfalls up to some adjustments. This reveals 

important advantages of the Expected Shortfall for prudent regulation as compared to the 

Value-at-Risk, a topic very much under discussion in Basel III. 

 

含状态过程的金融统计推断问题 

Lan Wu (Peking University) 

 

近年来随着⾦融市场的发展，从学界和业界都不断产⽣了将微观（例如⾼频）和宏观（季度

频率）结合的⾦融模型和统计建模的研究⼯作，最初可以追溯到 Heston 的随机波动率模型，

ARCH 或 GARCH 汇率模型和体制转换的股票时间序列模型。本⼈因因不同的研究问题，接

触这⽅⾯的⼯作，希望这个报告可以对此类研究⼯作给⼀个综述，并谈谈我们的⼀些研究进

展和应⽤⼯作，最后与⼤家交流该领域今后可能的发展⽅向。 
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Consumption-Investment Model with Wealth-Dependent Constraint on Consumption 

Zuoquan Xu (Hong Kong Polytechnic University) 

 

In this talk, we consider a lifetime consumption-investment problem in the Black-Scholes 

framework, where the investors consumption rate is subject to a lower bound constraint that 

linearly depends on his total wealth at that moment. Using stochastic control and differential 

equation techniques, we show that the value function is a (third order) continuously 

differentiable function of wealth, and the optimal consumption-investment strategy can be 

explicitly expressed in a feedback form of wealth. By our result, the investor, regardless his 

financial situation, should always consume at the minimum consumption rate if he cares more 

about short- term consumptions rather than long-term ones. While if he cares more about 

short- term consumptions, then his optimal consumption strategy is wealth-dependent: 

consume optimally when his financial situation is good, and consume as less as possible 

otherwise. This talk is based on joint work with Chonghu Guan and Fuahuai Yi. 

 

Can Financial Innovation Succeed by Catering to Behavioral Preferences? Evidence 

from a Callable Options Market 

Xuewei Yang (Nanjing University) 

 

We examine the notion that financial products which cater to investors' behavioral biases can 

attain popularity and yield substantial profits for issuers. Our setting considers options with a 

callback feature, namely, callable bull/bear contracts (CBBCs). These contracts have high 

skewness when close to callback and thus appeal to cumulative prospect theory preferences. 

CBBCs with high skewness earn negative average returns, and issuer profits vary positively 

with CBBC skewness. Over the 2009-2014 period, issuers earn (investors lose) the equivalent 

of $1.66 billion by trading CBBCs on the Hang Seng index. These findings highlight the role 

of behavioral finance in financial innovation.（A joint work with Xindan Li and Avanidhar 

Subrahmanyam） 
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A model of financial market with imperfections 

Lihong Zhang (Tsinghua University) 

 

Imperfections exist in financial markets. Assuming the existence of some market imperfections, 

we study market outcomes with a continuous-time model of feedback trading. Without using 

arguments involving cognitive biases, the model allows us to examine the extent to which the 

market price deviates from the fundamental. Depending on the initial market imperfection in 

the form of under- or over-pricing, different feedback strategies may have very different 

impacts on insiders' profit, market depth, and instantaneous returns and volatilities. The 

model is able to endogenously generate bubbles and crashes and offers new insights on the 

relation between idiosyncratic volatility and returns. 

 

 

Pairs Trading Under Geometric Brownian Motions 
Qing Zhang (University of Georgia)  
Keynote Speaker 
 

One of the attractive equity trading strategies is pairs trading. The idea is to monitor the price 

movements of a pairs of stocks and compare their relative strength over time. A pairs trade 

is triggered by their prices divergence (e.g., one stock moves up a significant amount relative 

to the other), and consist of a pair of positions to short the strong stock and to long the weak 

one. Such a strategy bets on the reversal of their price strengths. From the viewpoint of 

technical tractability, typical pairs trading models usually assume a difference of the stock 

prices satisfies a mean reversion equation. In this talk we focus on the optimal pairs-trading 

problem by allowing the stock prices to follow general geometric Brownian motions. The 

objective is to trade the pairs over time to maximize an overall return with a fixed commission 

cost for each transaction. The optimal policy is characterized by threshold curves obtained by 

solving the associated HJB equations (quasi-variational inequalities). Moreover, a numerical 

example is included to demonstrate the dependence of our trading rules on various 

parameters and to illustrate how to implement the results in practice. This is a joint work with 

J. Tie and H. Zhang 
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“金融中的随机复杂结构与数据分析”专项活动 

（2016 年 08 月 02-07 日） 

实 用 信 息 

住宿：辽宁大厦、骏马国际酒店、物科宾馆、科苑公寓（均在下页的地图上有标记）。 

会议地点：中科院数学与系统科学研究院南楼（简称“数学院南楼”，并在下页的地图上有

标记）。 

 

住宿与会议地点均位于海淀区 北四环 保福寺桥 附近。具体交通线路如下： 

l 北京首都国际机场：机场大巴中关村线，在“保福寺桥西站” 下。 

l 北京南站： 地铁 4 号线，在“中关村站”东北出口换乘公交车，有众多线路可到 

“保福寺桥西站”。 

l 北京西站： 地铁 9 号线，在“国家图书馆站”换乘地铁 4 号线，然后在“中关村

站”东北出口换乘公交车，有众多线路可到“保福寺桥西站”。 

l 北京站：地铁 2 号线，在“宣武门站”或“西直门站”换乘地铁 4 号线，然后在

“中关村站”东北出口换乘公交车，有众多线路可到“保福寺桥西站”。 

l 出租车： 

往辽宁大厦：北四环 保福寺桥 东南角； 

往骏马国际酒店：北四环 保福寺桥南 （中关村东路与中关村南路交叉口）； 

往物科宾馆：北四环 保福寺桥 西南角（中科院 物理所／数学所 物科宾馆）； 

往科苑公寓：北四环 保福寺桥西 （机场巴士站 南） 

往数学院南楼： 北四环 保福寺桥 西南角（中关村南路／中关村南一条 数学院

南楼）。 

 

 

每日会前注册：08 月 03 日 08:10-08:25，数学院南楼 202 室； 

              08 月 04 日 08:10-08:30，数学院南楼 202 室； 

        08 月 05 日 08:00-08:20，数学院南楼 219 室； 

        08 月 06 日 08:10-08:30，数学院南楼 219 室； 

        08 月 07 日 08:10-08:30，数学院南楼 219 室。 

 

务请按时参加每天的会前注册并领取餐券。 

 

南楼 202 室 wifi 无线会议代码：S1C4B9C6 

南楼 219 室 wifi 无线会议代码：V1D6T1D9 

 

 

联系人：华蕾 13520862693，夏建明 13621202322。 
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会议记录 
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